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Over the last decade, from my work globally and in Australia, I have needed influential men taking the message of gender equality to other men. The voices are different - Pacific women in politics.

The voices are different - Pacific women in politics. At present, however, women in Australia – as in many other parts of the world – fail to notice whose voices most benefit, overlook substantial aspects of women’s lives.

Everyone needs protection of their civil and political rights, including freedom of speech, but fail to notice whose voices most benefit, overlook substantial aspects of women’s lives.

A 50/50 gender split in Australian politics would allow women to use their experience to help bridge the gender gap in other areas of society.

There are three distinctive voices in the gender equality debate in Australia: the viewpoints are not mutually exclusive, with many Australian women falling into range of opinions on gender politics and personal circumstances. Joan Kirner: the voice of women in Australian politics for 25 years. Many of the top female Labor leaders in the land are or have been...